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The magic formula in the United States pavilion is more low-tech but 

By Caroline Reid and Christian Sylt. 

through the pavilion at 

“to give guests the 
experience we want them 
to see” according to Pete 

of the travellator comes into its own almost 

The Pavilion is themed to US innovations. Some, 
like the iPhone, are obvious but others are more 

illustrated through a projection-mapped model of 

shine as the sun sets on the 360 degree screen 
which wraps around the rim above it.

Pulling this off requires 16 projectors and the 
effect is so spellbinding that if guests were walking 

it which isn’t safe in the current climate. However, 
as the travellator moves at slower than walking 

problem.

Ford, an Expo veteran who had worked on six 
pavilions before Thinkwell hired him. The Los 

most acclaimed attractions including the world’s 
biggest indoor theme park, Warner Bros. World 
Abu Dhabi. 

US Pavilion starting outside with a full-size replica 
of Elon Musk’s SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket which 
draws guests in as it can be seen from afar. SpaceX 
gave Thinkwell access to the original rocket as 
well as the engineering blueprints and it shows. 

scientist to tell the difference between them. 
A 90-second show about how SpaceX services 

satellites that SpaceX has launched. “To create a 
unique experience requires the AV design and 
integration to be considered at the same time as 

Although Thinkwell was responsible for the 

Woods Bagot designed the exterior of the building 
which is dotted with steel stars backlit with LED 
nodes. A huge US Presidential Seal hangs over the 
entrance which leads to a video address from 
president Joe Biden and vice-president Kamala 

travellator past exhibits including a replica of 

being an attraction in itself. At one point the 
travellator passes a wall of moulded stars like the 
ones on the outside. Projections on them start out 
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technological developments like microchips and 
GPS. It links to the theme of the pavilion perfectly 
without the technology intruding on the experi-
ence.

Likewise, later on the journey guests watch video 
speeches from modern innovators such as Drone 
delivery company Zipline and Time Magazine’s 
2020 kid of the year, Gitanjali Rao. They play on 

a lot of disparate technologies to create a unique 
experience - particularly in the use of special 
fabrics and paints,” says Ford.

He adds that the secret to this success is to 
“consider the use of AV at the genesis of the project 
and integrate accordingly.” He says it is crucial to 

Ones that are willing to treat this as a partnership 

LED screens on the side of boxes which are 
stacked in a column and turn to face the guests as 
they pass by.

Ford says that Thinkwell has drawn on its 
decades of experience to integrate off-the-shelf 
products in a way which is so intuitive that guests 
don’t get distracted by the technology. Thinkwell 
has broken new ground through “the integration of 
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A wall-mounted lenticular formed from 

Mars in 1965 on one side and a recent photo from 
the planet on the other. The highlight is Cornell 
University’s model of the Mars Opportunity Rover 
in the centre of the room sitting on a model of a 

No stone unturned

NASA feed from Mars even plays on screens set 
into the sides of the display case giving it the feel of 

lingering in the room as the walls are lined with 
stands from US economic investment bodies eager 
to get contact details from the wealthy visitors. 

develop. A team of 35 designers had just two 
-

originally had just ten months to build the pavilion 

Ford says that “it has been a real challenge to 
meet deadlines during the pandemic.” It should be 
well worth it.

“There will be a lot of publicity for the companies 

projects based on what people have seen and what 
they have done.” That really is a happy ending.  

“To create a unique 
experience requires the 

AV design and integration 
to be considered at the 

same time as the  
building design.”

Pete Ford, Thinkwell

Dubai Expo 2020 / US Pavilion

Companies
https://www.luxtechnical.co.uk

https://polyphonia.io

https://projects.prg.com

outcomes and add value to the creative. The US 

this pavilion.”

celebrating future developments from the US. 

photos of iconic American landscapes. It brings 

showcases America’s fascination with space. 
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